You can look for articles here by typing in some keywords. Try to include only one word or two word phrases.

Choose "Browse Issues" to get a complete list of popular topics available in this resource.

Scroll down to find articles on current topics organized by broad headings: "Business and Economics," "Energy and Environmentalism," "Health and Medicine," and "Law and Politics" etc.

Find current event news articles and opinion pieces here.
Within any subject heading, Opposing Viewpoints provides the following types of information: Viewpoints, Academic Journals, Statistics, Primary Sources, News, Reference, Magazines, Websites, Videos, Images, and Audio.

Choose the main header of any type of source. Afterward, you can further refine your search. Don’t rely on using the few articles that are visible.

**Viewpoints**: Essays that express a particular point of view, pro or con. These are not usually journal or magazine articles, but are rather position papers written by an expert.

**Academic Journals**: An article from an academic journal written for a knowledgeable audience by an expert.

**Statistics**: Raw data, charts, and/or graphs about the topic.

**Primary Sources**: First-hand accounts of the event, practices, or conditions.

**News**: An article from a newspaper.

**Reference**: An encyclopedia-like article that provides an overview.

**Videos, Images, and Audio**: Provides video, images, and audio on the topic from news sources, documentaries, radio, podcasts, etc.

**Magazines**: An article from a magazine written for a general audience by a journalist.

**Websites**: Reliable websites selected by Opposing Viewpoints professionals.

Need additional help? Ask a Reference Librarian!
Des Plaines Campus Library, 2nd floor, 847.635.1644
Ray Hartstein Campus Library, Room A200, 847.635.1474